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V(D)J recombination is essential for the generation of diverse antigen receptor (AgR) 
repertoires. In B  cells, immunoglobulin kappa (Igκ) light chain recombination follows 
immunoglobulin heavy chain (Igh) recombination. We recently developed the DNA-based 
VDJ-seq assay for the unbiased quantitation of Igh VH and DH repertoires. Integration 
of VDJ-seq data with genome-wide datasets revealed that two chromatin states at the 
recombination signal sequence (RSS) of VH genes are highly predictive of recombination 
in mouse pro-B cells. It is unknown whether local chromatin states contribute to Vκ gene 
choice during Igκ recombination. Here we adapt VDJ-seq to profile the Igκ VκJκ repertoire 
and present a comprehensive readout in mouse pre-B cells, revealing highly variable Vκ 
gene usage. Integration with genome-wide datasets for histone modifications, DNase 
hypersensitivity, transcription factor binding and germline transcription identified PU.1 
binding at the RSS, which was unimportant for Igh, as highly predictive of whether a Vκ 
gene will recombine or not, suggesting that it plays a binary, all-or-nothing role, priming 
genes for recombination. Thereafter, the frequency with which these genes recombine 
was shaped both by the presence and level of enrichment of several other chromatin 
features, including H3K4 methylation and IKAROS binding. Moreover, in contrast to the 
Igh locus, the chromatin landscape of the promoter, as well as of the RSS, contributes 
to Vκ gene recombination. Thus, multiple facets of local chromatin features explain much 
of the variation in Vκ gene usage. Together, these findings reveal shared and divergent 
roles for epigenetic features and transcription factors in AgR V(D)J recombination and 
provide avenues for further investigation of chromatin signatures that may underpin V(D)
J-mediated chromosomal translocations.
Keywords: V(D)J recombination, immunoglobulin kappa, epigenetic regulation, chromatin state, PU.1, iKarOs
Abbreviations: AgR, antigen receptor; BCR, B cell receptor; D, Diversity; DHS, DNase hypersensitivity; Igh, Immunoglobulin 
heavy chain; Igκ, Immunoglobulin kappa light chain; J, joining; RF-C, random forest classification; RF-R, random forest regres-
sion; RSS, recombination signal sequence; RMSE, root mean squared error; RIC, RSS information content; TdT, terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase; TF, transcription factor; V, variable; WT, wild type.
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inTrODUcTiOn
V(D)J recombination enables the sequential rearrangement of 
variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) gene segments in B and 
T  cell antigen receptor (AgR) loci. This mechanism, catalysed 
by the RAG recombinase complex which recognises the recom-
bination signal sequence (RSS) of each gene segment, is the 
essential first step in the generation of diverse AgR repertoires, 
transforming a couple of hundred genes into millions of different 
antigen specificities (1). In B  cells, the immunoglobulin heavy 
chain (Igh) locus recombines first, with D to JH recombination 
on both alleles preceding VH to DJH recombination on one allele 
in pro-B cells (2). The joining of these genes is imprecise, due to 
exonuclease activity and the addition of non-templated nucleo-
tides, partly mediated by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase 
(TdT), thereby enhancing diversity (3). Functional IgH chains are 
expressed on the cell surface with the surrogate light chain as the 
pre-B cell receptor. This promotes proliferation, differentiation to 
the pre-B cell stage and recombination of the immunoglobulin 
kappa light chain locus (Igκ) (4, 5).
The mouse Igκ locus, located on chromosome 6, is 3.2 Mb in 
size and contains 162 Vκ genes, 5 Jκ genes and a single Cκ gene 
(6). In contrast to the Igh locus, in which all VH genes are in the 
same orientation, over half of the Vκ genes are in the reverse 
orientation with respect to the Jκ and Cκ genes (6), and their 
recombination leads to inversion rather than to the deletion of 
the intervening DNA. Whilst joining is still imprecise, light chain 
V-J junctions are much less diverse than Igh junctions since TdT 
is not expressed in pre-B cells (7, 8) and exonuclease activity is 
reduced (9). Surface expression of IgH and Igκ together as the 
B  cell receptor (BCR) allows selection that favours productive 
VκJκ rearrangements and eliminates autoreactive BCRs. If 
necessary, recombination between the remaining upstream Vκ 
and downstream Jκ genes, termed receptor editing, is permitted 
(10); rearrangement of the second allele may also occur. The first 
recombination event at each allele is biased towards usage of the 
Jκ1 gene, through suppression of DNA breaks at downstream Jκ 
genes (11).
The RAG recombinase-recruiting RSS of each V gene varies in 
quality, which can be quantified as the RSS information content 
(RIC) score, with a higher score theoretically more conducive 
to recombination (12, 13). However, accumulating evidence 
shows that whilst the RIC score provides one layer of regulation, 
epigenetic features including H3K4 methylation also contribute 
to regulation of VDJ recombination (14–20). Moreover, several 
transcription factors (TFs), including PAX5, IRF4, IKAROS, 
PU.1, E2A and P300, promote the activation and recombination 
of the Igκ locus. However, their specific contribution to shaping 
the repertoire is unclear (21–29), and may include long-range or 
local V gene roles, or a combination thereof. Loss of CTCF or 
of its binding sites leads to increased transcription and usage of 
J-proximal V genes in the Igh and Igκ loci. This suggests a role 
in long-range looping of the locus, bringing the distal V genes 
into proximity with the (D)J region (30–34). Deletion of PAX5 
or YY1 also reduces distal VH gene recombination in the Igh 
locus (35, 36). However, these general biases towards proximal 
recombination cannot explain why genes that are close to each 
other and similar in sequence can recombine at substantially 
different levels. A recent RNA-based, high-throughput analysis 
of the expressed mouse Vκ gene repertoire revealed that it was 
highly variable across the locus (37). Similarly, a DNA-based 
assay revealed diverse but variable Vκ gene usage in mouse splenic 
B cells (38); both studies also revealed that the Vκ repertoire for 
each Jκ gene differed. Highly represented Vκ genes in the RNA 
repertoire interact more frequently with Igκ enhancers compared 
to genes represented at low levels, and E2A has been implicated 
in orchestrating these interactions (39, 40). YY1 may direct the 
recombination of specific Vκ genes since expression of a YY1 
mutant lacking a Polycomb Group binding domain resulted in a 
skewed repertoire in mouse pre-B cells (41), although a concomi-
tant decrease in receptor editing may contribute to this finding. 
Thus, the features of the Igκ locus that determine the capacity of 
each Vκ gene to recombine, and the nature of their contribution, 
are poorly understood.
We recently developed the DNA-based VDJ-seq assay for 
unbiased high-throughput quantitation of Igh VH and DH rep-
ertoires and applied it to mouse bone marrow pro-B cells (14). 
By integrating our VDJ-seq data with genome-wide datasets 
for numerous histone modifications and TFs, we identified 
two mutually exclusive chromatin states: an architectural state, 
characterised by binding of CTCF and RAD21, and an enhancer 
state, characterised by binding of IRF4, PAX5 and YY1 and by 
histone modifications associated with enhancers and transcrip-
tional activation. These chromatin states form at the RSS of VH 
genes, and both are highly predictive of active recombination 
(14). Moreover, they are enriched at non-canonical genome-wide 
binding sites for the recombinase enzymes that catalyse V(D)J 
recombination (42–44), suggesting these states may also be 
permissive for the aberrant recombination events that underpin 
B cell leukaemias. The extent to which the chromatin signatures 
that underpin V(D)J recombination are shared between AgR loci 
is unknown. Moreover, whether a consensus signature exists that 
is predictive of susceptibility to aberrant recombination remains 
poorly understood.
Whilst the expressed Vκ gene repertoire has been quantified in 
pre-B cells (37), this does not accurately reflect the comparative 
frequency of recombination of each gene at the DNA level. This 
is because RNA quantity is an indirect measure of recombination 
frequency and is affected by factors that include different Vκ gene 
promoter strengths, the ratios of productive (in-frame):non-
productive rearrangements, and transcript stabilities. For exam-
ple, many recombined Vκ pseudogenes will not be detected in 
an RNA-based assay. However, 11 pseudogenes were detected in 
the DNA repertoire of splenic B cells (38), and the frequency of 
these events is much higher in pre-B cells, before non-functional 
rearrangements have been removed (45, 46).
In this study, we adapt the VDJ-seq assay for the unbiased 
profiling and analysis of the VκJκ repertoire, and present a com-
prehensive inventory of Vκ gene usage in mouse bone marrow 
pre-B cells, the pre-selection population of B cells in which recom-
bination is taking place. We additionally build a novel two-step 
machine learning model to study the relationship between the 
primary Vκ gene repertoire and locus-wide profiles of chromatin 
features and transcription. Our results both confirm previous 
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findings concerning the potential mechanisms that underpin 
recombination of the Igκ locus, and substantially advance our 
understanding of these regulatory mechanisms. We found that 
local chromatin features are highly predictive of whether a given 
Vκ gene is recombined or not, and of its recombination frequency. 
In contrast to the Igh locus, we observed that not only the RSS 
but also the Vκ gene promoter and its surrounding chromatin 
contribute to recombination frequency. We identified PU.1 bin-
ding at the RSS as a crucial feature in determining whether or 
not a Vκ gene will actively recombine, whilst IKAROS binding 
and H3K4 methylation are important in promoting a higher fre-
quency of recombination. Moreover, whilst some local chromatin 
features that drive recombination are shared with the Igh, the 
regulatory mechanisms contributing to recombination of these 
two AgR loci are substantially different.
MaTerials anD MeThODs
Primary cells
C57BL/6 (WT) and Rag1–/–/VH81X mice were maintained in 
accordance with local and Home Office rules and ARRIVE 
guidelines under Project Licence 80/2529.
For each biological replicate, bone marrow from nine 
6- to 8-week-old Rag1−/−/VH81X mice (47, 48) or from fifteen 
12-week-old male wild-type (WT) C57BL/6 mice was incubated 
with biotinylated antibodies against CD11B (MAC-1; ebiosci-
ence), Ly6G (Gr-1; ebioscience), Ly6C (Abd Serotec), TER119 
(ebioscience), and CD3E (ebioscience) followed by incubation 
with streptavidin MACs beads (Miltenyi), to deplete mac-
rophages, granulocytes, erythroid lineage, and T cells. Pre-B cells 
(surface IgM−CD25+B220+CD19+) were then flow sorted on 
a BD FACSAria in the Babraham Institute Flow Cytometry 
facility. Antibodies used were CD45R BV421 (B220, RA3-6B2, 
Biolegend), CD19 PerCP-Cy5.5 (1D3, BD Pharmingen), CD25 
APC (PC61.5, eBioscience), and IgM PE (eB121-15F9, eBiosci-
ence). Sort purities were all greater than 92%.
VDJ-seq
VκJκ-Seq Assay
The VDJ-seq assay (14) was adapted for analysis of the Igκ repe-
rtoire (Supplementary Text S1 and Figure S1 in Supplementary 
Material). DNA was isolated from flow sorted pre-B cells using 
a DNeasy kit (Qiagen) and 10 µg was sonicated to 400 bp using 
a Covaris E220 sonicator. Except where AMPure XP beads were 
used, all following reactions were cleaned up by column purifica-
tion (Qiagen QIAquick PCR purification kit). Fragmented DNA 
was end-repaired and A-tailed using standard protocols. Samples 
were divided in half and short asymmetric adaptors, includ-
ing a molecular identifier and one of the two different anchor 
sequences, were ligated to both ends of all fragments (T4 DNA 
ligase, NEB; 16°C overnight); the two ligations were then pooled. 
Primer extension (8 µl × 50 µl; 2 U NEB Vent Exo-polymerase 
per reaction) using biotinylated primers that anneal downstream 
of all functional Jκ genes (Jκ1, 2, 4, and 5) allowed for the enrich-
ment of fragments that contain a Jκ gene using streptavidin beads 
(My-one C1; Invitrogen), following the manufacturer’s protocol 
with incubation overnight, rotating at room temperature (20 µl 
beads per sample). After washing the beads, four cycles of PCR 
amplification off the beads were performed, using an Illumina 
PE1 primer corresponding to the long strand of the asym-
metric adaptors, in combination with Jκ-specific PE2 primers 
(4 µl × 25 µl; Pwo master mix, Roche). A second primer exten-
sion reaction (4 µl × 50 µl) using biotinylated primers that anneal 
within intergenic regions upstream of each functional Jκ gene 
(i.e., present only when unrecombined) was then performed. 
Unrecombined sequences were removed using streptavidin 
beads with a 4 h incubation at room temperature. The remaining 
DNA fragments, containing the Vκ-Jκ recombined sequences, 
were further enriched, with 11 additional PCR cycles using the 
same PE1/Jκ-PE2 primers as above. PCR products were cleaned 
up and small products removed, using AMPure XP beads (1×; 
Beckman Coulter). A final PCR amplification of five cycles was 
performed to add the flowcell-binding portions of the PE1 and 
PE2 adaptors, including Illumina Truseq bar codes within PE2. 
Final libraries were purified and size-selected by double-sided 
AMPure XP bead purification (0.5× followed by 1×), before 
quality control using a high sensitivity DNA assay on the Agilent 
Bioanalyzer, and KAPA qPCR (Illumina library quantification 
kit, KAPA Biosystems). Libraries were sequenced on the Illumina 
HiSeq, with 2 × 100bp paired end sequencing. Sequences of all 
oligonucleotides used and the cycling conditions are provided in 
Table S4 in Supplementary Material.
VκJκ-Seq Pipeline
We adapted our Babraham LinkON pipeline (14)1 for proces-
sing of VκJκ-seq data. Briefly, sequences were demultiplexed 
based on Truseq barcodes and trimmed for adaptors and low 
quality (Phred < 20) using TrimGalore version 0.3.8 (Babraham 
Bioinformatics2). Due to the similarity of the J primers, the 
sequencing quality can drop at positions 3–4 for the J reads 
(Read 2). The first four bases were, therefore, trimmed off all 
J read sequences (using the option—clip r2 4 in Trim Galore). 
Chimaeric J reads produced through mis-priming of a Jκ 
gene with the incorrect Jκ-PE2 PCR primer were identified by 
examining the sequence immediately downstream of the primer 
binding sites, and a find-and-replace step was used to replace 
the incorrect Jκ primer sequences within commonly occurring 
chimaeras with the correct primer sequence. Thereafter, the 
Jκ primer (“bait”) sequences were used to assign each read to 
the corresponding Jκ gene. Any sequence without a bait was 
discarded. Sequences were further filtered to exclude any that 
had less than 20 bases downstream of the bait in Read 2, or 
that did not include one of the two anchor sequences following 
the molecular identifier in Read 1. The V end reads (Read 1), 
excluding the first 15 bases, which comprise the molecular identi-
fier and anchor sequence, were aligned to the NCBIM37/mm9  
mouse genome assembly using Bowtie version 1.1.0 (49), dis-
carding multi-mapping hits (options: “-m 1—strata—best”). 
The data were de-duplicated based on: the sequence of the 
molecular identifier (6N); the sequence downstream of the bait 
1 https://github.com/FelixKrueger/BabrahamLinkON.
2 http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/.
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in Read 2, which includes the Vκ–Jκ junctions; and the start 
position of the V read alignment. Any paired reads identical for 
all criteria were considered to be PCR duplicates, and only one 
was retained. Finally, aligned Read 1 sequences were produced 
as output as Bowtie mapped unique_V-BAM files. The entire 
pipeline is documented in more detail here: https://github.
com/FelixKrueger/BabrahamLinkON/blob/master/run_VkSk-
Seq_pipeline.md. Read counts for each stage of the pipeline are 
shown in Figure S2A in Supplementary Material.
Quantification of Vκ-Jκ recombination
BAM files of aligned V reads were loaded using default parameters 
into Seqmonk version 1.37.1 (Babraham Bioinformatics3), a 
tool for the visualisation and analysis of next generation sequen-
cing data. Based on examination of the reads, two Vκ gene 
annotations were corrected (Supplementary Text S2). V reads 
on the same strand as the gene were then counted within 
windows extending 750 bp upstream (with respect to the gene 
orientation) from the 3′ end of each Vκ gene, for each Jκ gene 
separately. Read counts were normalised to the replicate with 
the median number of reads (replicate 1), either across all Js, or 
just for Jκ1-associated reads. For Jκ1-associated V sequences, 
the median of the normalised replicates for each Vκ gene was 
used as the recombination frequency in downstream analyses. 
The mappability (defined as the percentage of all possible 85 bp 
sequences over a given window that can be mapped uniquely) 
over 350 bp windows upstream of each Vκ gene 3′ end (within 
which the vast majority of VκJκ-seq reads are localised) was 
calculated, and where stated, genes with low mappability (below 
70%) were excluded. Only 11 genes fell into this category, 10 of 
which actively recombine, and only 4 of these had mappability 
below 60%. Quantitated data and other information relating 
to each Vκ gene is provided in Table S1 in Supplementary 
Material.
iMgT highV-QUesT analysis
To facilitate analysis by IMGT HighV-QUEST, a tool for the high-
throughput analysis of V(D)J-recombined sequences (50), V and 
J sequences were first merged, and any gaps filled in, as described 
previously (14). Igκ rearrangements were then analysed by IMGT 
HighV-QUEST, with default parameters. Complementarity 
determining region 3 (CDR3) lengths and productive versus 
non-productive rearrangement data were obtained from the 
“Summary” file.
Definition of active and inactive genes
We defined active genes as those that were significantly enriched 
(padj < 0.01) for VκJκ-seq reads compared to the Vκ region as 
a whole, using a binomial test. Thus, the probability was defined 
as the length of the window in which reads were quantified, as 
a fraction of the total length of the Vκ region, n as the rounded 
median of normalised read counts for each gene, and N as the 
rounded median of normalised read counts across the entire Vκ 
region.
3 http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/.
chiP co-localisation and  
enrichment analysis
ChIP peaks (including DHS) were called using MACS peak cal-
ling algorithm (51). MACS 1.4, which performs better with broad 
peaks was used for H3K27me3 with pvalue cutoff = 1.00e−02. 
For all the remaining features, MACS2 was used with pvalue 
cutoff = 1.00e−05. The number of peaks over the Igκ locus for 
each dataset is shown in Table S3 in Supplementary Material.
For each Vκ gene, we calculated the distance from the centre 
of the gene to the closest upstream and closest downstream 
(defined with respect to the gene orientation) peak summits. If a 
peak summit was located upstream of the gene centre, and within 
1 kb of the gene start site, it was labelled as promoter-associated; 
conversely any peaks with summits located downstream of the 
gene centre and within 1 kb of the gene 3′ end were labelled as 
RSS-associated.
Relative enrichment for ChIP-seq datasets was calculated as 
the number of reads over a given window, relative to the average 
number of reads within windows of identical size across the entire 
Igκ locus.
Phylogenetic analysis
A phylogenetic tree of C57BL/6 mouse Vκ gene germline sequen-
ces, based on NCBI Reference Sequence: NG_005612.14 but with 
the corrected annotations detailed in Supplementary Text S2, 
was constructed using the Phylogeny.fr tool, without including 
alignment curation (52, 53). Multiple sequence alignment was 
performed with MUSCLE (54), and the maximum likelihood 
used for tree construction (55, 56). The tree was visualised using 
the R package ggtree (57), and nodes comprising the majority of 
each Vκ gene family were collapsed.
computational approach
Our computational approach comprises an unsupervised and 
a supervised step. In the unsupervised step, we set out to inter-
rogate the chromatin landscape of the Igκ locus through integra-
tion of the histone modification, DNase hypersensitivity (DHS), 
germline transcription, and TF-binding profiles included in this 
study. The supervised step is constructed in two layers: first, we 
train a Random Forest Classifier (RF-C) C(X) to predict whether 
a given gene is active or not; second, we construct a Random 
Forest Regression (RF-R) model R(X) to predict the frequency of 
recombination of a given active gene. In what follows, we describe 
both steps in more details.
Chromatin Segmentation Analysis
For the supervised step, we used EpiCSeg (58), which combines 
the input features for the segmentation and characterisation of 
a context-specific chromatin landscape. EpiCSeg was originally 
developed to learn the epigenomic landscape from histone marks. 
However, we chose this algorithm instead of its commonly used 
counterparts, such as chromHMM (59), which works well for 
combinations of TFs and histone marks. This was because 
while the underlying mathematical modelling is very similar, it 
4 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NG_005612/.
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bypasses the binary mode of chromHMM and allows the user to 
proceed with continuous values, preventing loss of information 
and overfitting, which is particularly useful for analysis of a single 
large locus.
For this, we divided the locus into 200  bp non-overlapping 
bins and calculated the enrichment of each feature over all bins 
using bedtools (60) multibam coverage function. As an input for 
EpiCSeg, we constructed a raw read-counts matrix X in which 
x_{ij} corresponds to the enrichment of feature i in bin number j. 
We ran EpiCSeg with varying numbers of states ranging from 
3 to 15.
The A or E state were assigned to the promoter or RSS, if they 
overlapped a window extending from the centre of the gene to 
500 bp up- or downstream, respectively, with the exception that 
if the A/E state segment did not overlap with the gene start, and 
its centre was downstream of the gene centre, it would be assigned 
to the RSS but not the promoter, or vice versa.
random Forest classification  
and regression Models
For the unsupervised step, we first trained a RF-C to predict 
whether a Vκ gene is “active” or not. We then constructed a RF-R 
model to predict the recombination level of an active gene. We 
chose RF since it is generally accepted to be superior in tackling 
high dimensionality (relatively high number of features with low 
number of samples for the training) and co-linearity between the 
features (61).
Read counts for DHS-seq, ChIP-seq, and RNA-seq data were 
generated using Seqmonk, within four distinct windows for each 
Vκ gene: “promoter,” extending from 500 bp upstream of the start 
of the gene to its centre; “RSS,” extending from the centre of the 
gene to 500  bp downstream of its 3′ end; and “upstream” and 
“downstream” windows, extending from 500 bp to 3 kb up- or 
downstream of the gene start or end, respectively. In addition 
to these four windows for each of the genome-wide datasets, 
giving a total of 76 chromatin features, we also included three 
genetic features. These were: the RSS RIC score, the orientation 
(or strand) of the Vκ gene, and the distance from the Vκ gene to 
Jκ1. All of these features, except for the gene orientation, were 
projected between 0 and 1. These 79 features were considered as 
the explanatory variable for both the RF-C and RF-R.
The response variable for RF-C was the binary recombination 
classes (active and inactive), which were defined as described 
above. For RF-R, the log2-transformed median of the normal-
ised recombination frequencies of active genes was used as the 
response variable.
Both the RF-C and RF-R approaches were performed with 
10-fold cross-validation: 10% of genes were assigned to the test 
set each time, with every gene included in a test set exactly once. 
The number of trees generated for each fold was 1,000. For the 
initial RF-C including all features, the number of features tried 
at each step was set to 20; for all other models default parameters 
were used. The average importance of each feature, and SE across 
the 10-folds, was recorded. For the classification model, the per-
formance was assessed by calculating the percentage of correct 
predictions (accuracy) across all ten test sets: this was calculated 
overall, as well as for the active Vκ genes (giving a measure of 
the sensitivity with which we could identify an active gene) and 
inactive genes (which gives a measure of specificity). We also 
calculated the F1 score as a combined measure of sensitivity and 
specificity. To assess the performance of the regression model, 
we used the root mean squared error (RMSE) for the predicted 
recombination frequencies compared to the observed values 
across all ten test sets. The RMSE gives a measure of the SD in 
errors, thus 68% of our predictions are expected to have an error 
within this range. Since our recombination frequencies are log2-
transformed, an RMSE of x corresponds to a 2x-fold difference 
between the predicted recombination frequency and the observed 
recombination frequency.
For model selection, we focussed on the 16 most important 
features from the initial classification or regression model. We 
trained RF classification or regression models, with 10-fold cross-
validation, for all possible combinations of the respective 16 fea-
tures. These models were then compared using the performance 
metrics described above. Our analysis was performed using the 
R package randomForest (62).
Data availability
Publicly available genome-wide datasets analysed during this 
study are available in the GEO repository; details including 
accession numbers are listed in Table 1. All were downloaded 
from GEO as raw short-read files (SRA) and realigned to 
NCBIM37/mm9 using Bowtie (49) or Bowtie 2 (63). The VκJκ-
seq datasets generated in this study are available in the GEO 
repository with accession number GSE101606.5 Some of the 
quantitated data from this study is also provided in Table S1 in 
Supplementary Material.
resUlTs
VκJκ-seq—a high-Throughput assay  
for Quantification of recombined  
Vκ gene repertoires
To quantify the usage of Vκ genes in an unbiased way from 
DNA, we adapted our previously reported mouse Igh VDJ-seq 
assay (14) for the mouse Igκ locus (Figure S1 and Supplementary 
Text S1 in Supplementary Material). We generated VκJκ-seq data 
for three biological replicates in wild-type (WT) bone marrow 
pre-B  cells (B220+/CD19+/CD25+/IgM−), and one replicate in 
pre-B cells from a Rag1−/− mouse with a rearranged Igh transgene 
(VH81X) (47). These Rag1−/−/VH81X cells lack the RAG1 recom-
binase, precluding V(D)J recombination, but progression to the 
pre-B cell stage is permitted through expression of the VH81X 
transgene. Thus, they serve as a negative control in which reads 
mapping to Vκ genes, indicating a VκJκ recombination event, 
should not be detected, giving a measure of the spurious incor-
poration of these reads into our libraries. Indeed, while 91.8% of 
unique, Jκ bait-associated reads for this library mapped upstream 
of unrecombined Jκ genes, only 9 reads (0.0002%) mapped to Vκ 
genes. Conversely, in WT pre-B cells over 30% of reads mapped to 
5 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE101606.
TaBle 1 | Publicly available next generation sequencing datasets utilised in our study.
Feature reference series accession(s) Bowtie settings and notes
Nuclear RNA Bolland et al. (14) GSE80155 GSM2113570 bowtie -n 0 -m 1—best—strata— maxins 1,000
DHS (DNaseI 
hypersensitivity)
Revilla-i-Domingo et al. (64) GSE38046 GSM932968 Expt. 8,439 (1). bowtie -m 1—best—strata
H3K4me1 Revilla-i-Domingo et al. (64) GSE38046 GSM932934 Expt. 8,666 (1). bowtie -m 1—best—strata
H3K4me2 Lin et al. (39) GSE40173 GSM987804 bowtie -m 1—best—strata
H3K4me3 Bolland et al. (14) GSE80155 GSM2113571, GSM2113573 bowtie -n 0 -m 1—best—strata—maxins 700
H3K9ac Revilla-i-Domingo et al. (64) GSE38046 GSM932943, GSM932944,  
GSM932945, GSM932946 
Expts. 8,108, 8,113. bowtie -m 1—best—strata
H3K27me3 Revilla-i-Domingo et al. (64) GSE38046 GSM932947, GSM932948, GSM932949, 
GSM932950, GSM932951
Expts. 8,111, 8,116. bowtie -m 1—best—strata
CTCF Ebert et al. (65) GSE27214 GSM672401 bowtie -m 1—best—strata
RAD21 Ebert et al. (65) GSE27214 GSM672403 Bowtie -m 1—best—strata
P300 Lin et al. (39) GSE40173 GSM987808 bowtie -m 1—best—strata
PAX5 Revilla-i-Domingo et al. (64) GSE38046 GSM932924 Expt. 8,417. bowtie -m 1—best—strata
YY1 Medvedovic et al. (66) GSE43008 GSM1145864 bowtie -m 1—best—strata
PU.1 Mullen et al. (67) GSE21614 GSM539538 bowtie -m 1—best—strata
MED1 Whyte et al. (68) GSE44288 GSM1038263 bowtie -m 1—best— strata
EBF1 Vilagos et al. (69) GSE35857 GSM876622, GSM876623 bowtie -m 1—best—strata
IRF4 Schwickert et al. (70) GSE53595 GSM1296534 Bowtie2
E2A Lin et al. (71) GSE21978 GSM546523 Bowtie -m 1
BRG1 Bossen et al. (72) GSE66978 GSM1635413, GSM1635414 Bowtie -m 1—best—strata
IKAROS Bossen et al. (72) GSE66978 GSM1635411, GSM1635414 Bowtie2
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Vκ genes for all replicates. This equated to a total of 400–530,000 
unique VκJκ recombined fragments for each replicate (Figure 
S2A in Supplementary Material), an order of magnitude greater 
than previous high-throughput assays of the Vκ gene repertoire 
(37, 38). In the Rag1−/−/VH81X library, we noted a slight bias 
towards Jκ2 (Figure S2B in Supplementary Material), suggesting 
minor preferential priming of the Jκ2 gene. However, within the 
VκJκ recombined fragments, over 35% of reads were associated 
with Jκ1, which usually recombines first (11), indicating that we 
are capturing a large proportion of the primary Vκ gene rep-
ertoire. Analysis of the sequences using IMGT/HighV-QUEST 
revealed that the ratio of productive:non-productive rearrange-
ments was approximately 37:63 (Figure S2C in Supplementary 
Material), close to the expected two-thirds of non-productive 
rearrangements. Consistent with previous reports (8, 9, 38), the 
vast majority of functional rearrangements had a CDR3 of 9 
amino acids (Figure S2D in Supplementary Material).
Using normalised frequencies for each Vκ-Jκ gene combina-
tion, we clustered the dataset based on both Vκ and Jκ genes, 
taking each replicate separately. While Vκ genes with poor 
RIC scores clearly recombine infrequently, we did not observe 
any relationship between the repertoire of Vκ genes and their 
distance from, or orientation with respect to, the Jκ genes. For 
each Jκ gene, the three replicates were highly correlated (Pearson 
correlation coefficients >0.992) and clustered more closely to 
each other than to the repertoires of other Jκ genes, indicating 
that they are associated with distinct Vκ gene profiles (Figure 1). 
Notably, the pattern of recombination to Jκ1 segregated from the 
other Jκ genes. This is consistent with the preferential usage of 
Jκ1 in the generation of the primary repertoire, while the other 
Jκ genes are subsequently used for receptor editing (11). Since 
we aimed to assess the features driving recombination of the 
germline Igκ locus in the formation of the primary repertoire, we 
chose to focus on the Jκ1 repertoire for further analyses (Table S1 
in Supplementary Material).
The Vκ-Jκ1 repertoire varied widely across the locus, with 
no clear geographical pattern (Figure  2A). The RIC scores of 
Vκ genes from the same family were quite homogeneous, while 
their recombination frequencies could vary by more than 10-fold 
(Figures 2B,C). Comparing the families, we noted some patterns: 
for example, Vκ1 genes recombine quite frequently compared to 
several other families, even when their median RIC score was 
similar (e.g., Vκ2) or higher (e.g., Vκ4). For all genes with a RIC 
score > −38.81, which are theoretically considered capable of 
recombination (12), usage of Vκ genes on the forward and reverse 
strands was not significantly different (Figure 2D), despite the 
significantly lower RIC scores of forward compared to reverse 
strand genes (Figure 2E). This contrasts with observations from 
an RNA-based assay (37) in which recombination to Jκ1 was 
biased towards inversional rearrangements. Moreover, while 6 
out of the 10 Vκ genes that were most frequently represented in 
their expressed Jκ1 repertoire (37) are included in the top 20 of 
our Vκ-Jκ1 repertoire, 4 are not, and the DNA repertoire is not 
dominated by a small number of genes. Our assay also reveals 
FigUre 1 | Recombination frequencies for all Jκ genes and replicates. Heatmap showing log2-transformed recombination frequencies for each Vκ-Jκ combination 
across all replicates. Read counts for each replicate were first normalised to the replicate with the median number of reads aligning to Vκ genes. Each row 
represents a Vκ gene and each column represents an individual replicate for a Jκ gene. Vκ genes and Jκ gene replicates are clustered based on the similarity of their 
repertoires. The strand (+, pink; −, blue), recombination signal sequence (RSS) Information Content (RIC) score (low = light; high = dark) and distance from Jκ1 
(low = light; high = dark) for each Vκ gene are displayed on the left, and the colour of the Vκ gene label represents its family.
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FigUre 2 | Vκ recombination to Jκ1 varies widely across the locus. (a) Reads associated with Jκ1 for each Vκ gene were counted for all replicates, and normalised 
to the replicate with the median total number of Jκ1-associated Vκ reads. Bars represent the median normalised read count, while each replicate is displayed as a 
circle. Genes are arranged geographically, from the 5′ end of the locus (left) to the 3′ end (J-proximal end; right). Below, names and localisation on chromosome 6 of 
all actively recombining Vκ genes (Figure 3a) are shown, with genes on the forward strand (that recombine by deletion) displayed above the scale bar, and genes 
on the reverse strand (that recombine by inversion) displayed below. Vκ gene families are represented by colour, with pseudogenes (pg) displayed in grey. (B,c) 
Normalised median recombination frequencies to Jκ1 (B) and recombination signal sequence (RSS) Information Content (RIC) scores (c) are shown for all genes in 
each Vκ family. The 64 pseudogenes (PG) originate from 13 out of the 20 Vκ gene families. (D,e) Normalised median recombination frequencies (D) and RSS RIC 
scores (e) for genes on the forward and reverse strands. Only genes with a RIC score > −38.81, which are considered theoretically capable of recombination, are 
included; p-values from two-sided t-tests are shown.
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FigUre 3 | Recombination signal sequence (RSS) Information Content (RIC) score can only partially explain variation in Vκ gene activity. (a) Distribution of Vκ-Jκ1 
recombination frequencies for all 162 Vκ genes. A one-sided binomial test was used to gauge the significance of their recombination frequency, allowing each gene 
to be labelled as active (fdr adjusted p-value <0.01) or inactive. (B) Dependence of active genes’ recombination frequency on RSS RIC score. Linear regression 
model (dashed line) reveals that only 17.7% of the variation in recombination frequency of active genes can be explained by the RIC score. (c) RSS RIC scores of 
active and inactive Vκ genes; p-value from a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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numerous Vκ genes that are more highly represented at the 
DNA level, including 14 pseudogenes that were not detected 
in the RNA repertoire. Conversely, all Vκ genes present in the 
expressed repertoire were detected in our assay, albeit in some 
cases with very low read counts. This highlights the significant 
contribution of transcription and posttranscriptional processes 
to the expressed repertoire, which would confound the aim of 
this study to interrogate the pre-recombination chromatin state.
To facilitate further investigation of the Vκ-Jκ1 repertoire, 
we performed a binomial test to distinguish Vκ genes that are 
significantly recombining (padj < 0.01, Figure 3A; Table S1 in 
Supplementary Material). Out of 162 genes, 105 (64.8%) passed 
the binomial test and were labelled “active” to denote “actively 
recombining”; these genes were detected with a minimum of 59 
reads, and included 15 pseudogenes, and are hereafter referred 
to as active genes. The remaining 57 genes had insufficient 
evidence of activity, with the median read count for each below 
39, and were labelled “inactive.” These inactive genes included 
eight Vκ genes that are considered to be functional, suggesting 
that they contribute little to the primary repertoire. The usage of 
active genes was weakly correlated with the RIC score (R = 0.42; 
Figure  3B); however, genes with a similar RIC score could 
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recombine at markedly different frequencies. Moreover, some 
inactive genes have RIC scores that are comparable to those of 
active genes (Figure 3C). Importantly, a linear regression model 
revealed that only 17.7% of the variability in Vκ gene usage could 
be explained by RIC score alone (Figure 3B), highlighting the 
need to explore whether other mechanisms, such as chromatin 
features, contribute to shaping the repertoire.
chromatin landscape of the Igκ locus
Colocalisation of Chromatin Features with Vκ Genes
In order to assess the contribution of chromatin features to Vκ 
gene recombination, we used published genome-wide datasets 
from mouse pro-B  cell models that are developmentally stalled 
prior to recombination of the Igh locus (48, 73). There are 
numerous pro-B cell datasets available, and the regulatory state 
of the Igκ locus has already begun to be established by this stage 
(39, 40, 74). Our analysis aims to determine the importance of 
these early regulatory events in priming the locus for recombina-
tion, thus shaping the primary repertoire. Moreover, Igκ locus 
gene-specific studies (75, 76), as well as the small number of 
available pre-B  cell datasets (32, 77), revealed similar enrich-
ment of CTCF, YY1, and histone H3 acetylation in pro-B and 
pre-B cells. The chromatin features we chose to assess included 
DHS, germline transcription, and ChIP for several histone 
modifications and TFs (Table 1).
We first measured the distance from the centre of each Vκ 
gene to the summit of the closest peak for each DHS- and ChIP- 
seq dataset that had at least 35 peaks over the locus, both upstream 
(towards the promoter) and downstream (towards the RSS). 
Several TFs showed a bimodal distribution both up- and down-
stream of the Vκ genes. This was generally more pronounced for 
active Vκ genes, with peaks close to both promoters and RSSs 
(Figure 4A; Figure S3A in Supplementary Material). For some 
TFs, including PAX5 and IRF4, promoter-associated peaks were 
primarily located towards the 5′ end of the Vκ region, while 
PU.1 and IKAROS were also located close to promoters towards 
the 3′ end. Very few ChIP-seq peaks were found close to central 
Vκ gene promoters (Figure  4A). In contrast, RSS-associated 
peaks were located at Vκ genes throughout the locus. With the 
exception of PU.1, peaks were more frequently associated with 
Vκ gene promoters than with RSSs. We also noted that whilst 
RAD21 peaks directly mapped to only one promoter and one 
RSS, several peaks were located approximately 2  kb upstream 
of Vκ gene promoters (Figure S3A in Supplementary Material).
The localisation of TF peaks close to both the promoters and 
RSSs prompted us to examine the distribution of chromatin 
features over the Vκ genes in more detail, considering the overall 
enrichment of each feature without the threshold applied in peak 
calling. All TFs were found to be enriched over Vκ gene promot-
ers, and most were enriched over RSSs, while the distribution of 
histone modifications was more variable (Figure 4B; Figure S3B 
in Supplementary Material). Importantly, with the exception of 
H3K27me3 and CTCF, the enrichment of all of these chromatin 
features was greater over active compared to inactive genes. 
Active genes with associated ChIP-seq peaks tended to recombine 
more frequently, despite having poorer quality RIC scores, than 
those without (Figure  4C), although this was not significant. 
Genes with peaks close to both the promoter and the RSS 
recombined with significantly greater frequency than genes with 
no associated peaks (p = 0.0061; Wilcoxon rank sum test) or with 
peaks that were only associated with the promoter (p = 0.0014) or 
RSS (p = 0.0246; Figure 4D). This suggests that both the promoter 
and the RSS are important in facilitating efficient recombination. 
This is in contrast to the Igh locus, in which TF enrichment is 
almost exclusively confined to the VH gene RSSs (14), indicating 
that the mechanisms that regulate V(D)J recombination differ 
between VH and Vκ.
Chromatin Segmentation of the Igκ Locus
In order to shed further light on how chromatin features con-
tribute to Vκ gene recombination, we investigated the regulatory 
landscape of the Igκ locus with EpiCSeg (58). This algorithm 
employs a multivariate Hidden Markov Model to integrate 
genome-wide datasets and segment a given genomic locus into 
characteristic chromatin states. We used read counts over 200 bp 
bins covering the locus for each DHS- and ChIP-seq dataset as 
the input and ran the algorithm specifying an output of between 
3 and 15 states.
Despite the complexity of the locus, we observed that within- 
class homogeneity and between-class heterogeneity is maxi-
mised with just three states (Figures  5A,B). This number and 
the characteristic attributes of the states are strikingly similar 
to our previous analysis of the Igh locus (14). Accordingly, we 
labelled these states as follows: a “Background” (Bg) state, which 
comprises most of the locus and shows little enrichment for any 
chromatin features; an “Architectural” (A) state, in which CTCF 
and RAD21 are enriched; and an “Enhancer” (E) state, which is 
enriched for several TFs and histone modifications, including 
PU.1, PAX5, IRF4, MED1, IKAROS, and BRG1 (Figures 5A,C). 
We note that our choice of three states is subjective. Running the 
algorithm with a higher number of states results in segregation 
into smaller sub-states, which display a low enrichment for a 
subset of the features enriched for in the A or E states, and are 
frequently adjacent to similar states (shown for 4–8 states in 
Figure S4 in Supplementary Material). This suggests that they are 
not distinct from the A and E state, and that the three-state model 
is the most appropriate.
When we examined the distribution of these states over the Vκ 
genes, we found that the E state was highly enriched over both the 
gene promoters and RSSs, but depleted elsewhere (Figure 5D). 
The A state displayed only slight enrichment over the Vκ genes, 
but was more broadly enriched in a region approximately 1–3 kb 
upstream of the genes. These patterns of enrichment were 
particularly striking when only actively recombining Vκ genes 
were considered, whilst inactive genes were almost exclusively 
enriched in the Bg state. We identified a total of 92 Vκ genes 
that were associated with only the E state, at the promoter of 
26 genes, at the RSS of 35 genes, and at both of these regions of 
31 genes (Figure 5E). Only 11 genes were associated exclusively 
with the A state, while 10 genes were associated with both the 
A and the E state. This distribution of states is in contrast to the 
Igh locus, in which we observed association only with the VH 
gene RSSs, and moreover, the two states were mutually exclusive, 
FigUre 4 | Chromatin features associate with both the promoters and recombination signal sequences (RSSs) of active Vκ genes. (a) Scatter plots and 
density plots showing the log10-transformed distances of the closest ChIP-seq peaks both up- (+) and downstream (−) from the centre of active (orange)  
and inactive (dark grey) Vκ genes. Yellow (promoter) and blue (RSS) shading indicates the range of distances within which 80% of the start and end sites of Vκ 
genes, respectively, are located. Grey shading indicates a distance of >1 kb from the Vκ gene, based on the median Vκ gene length (525 bp). (B) Average 
enrichment, relative to background, of chromatin features across all active (orange) and inactive (dark grey) Vκ genes. Genes have been scaled such that 0  
and 100 represent the start and end of the gene, respectively. Yellow and blue shading indicates the location of the promoters and RSSs, respectively.  
(c,D) Median recombination frequencies and RSS Information Content (RIC) scores of active genes, excluding 10 genes that had <70% mappability. Genes are 
categorised based on the number of ChIP-seq peaks within 1 kb of the gene (c), or the localisation of those peaks upstream (promoter) or downstream (RSS) 
of the gene centre (D). p-values for Vκ-Jκ1 recombination frequency are fdr adjusted, based on a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. n values indicate the 
number of genes in each category.
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FigUre 5 | Chromatin state analysis of the Igκ locus. (a,B) Feature enrichment (a) and transition matrix (B) for states identified by the EpiCSeg algorithm when 
three states are specified. (c) Proportion of the Igκ locus that is in each state. State 1 was labelled as the “Enhancer” state (E State), state 2 as the “Architectural” 
state (A state), and state 3 as the “Background” state (Bg state). (D) Percentage of regions in the A, E, and Bg state, over and surrounding all Vκ genes, active and 
inactive Vκ genes separately, or random regions of equivalent size distribution. Vκ genes have been scaled to the median gene length (525 bp), while distances 
surrounding the genes are not scaled. (e) Number of genes in each state, and the locations at which those states are present. (F,g) Enrichment relative to 
background of chromatin features characteristic of the E state over Vκ recombination signal sequences (RSSs) (F) and promoters (g) associated with each state. 
Fdr-adjusted p-values from a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test are shown for the difference in enrichment between A and E state-associated promoters or RSSs. 
All data are included for statistical testing, but to better visualise the data, some outliers are not displayed.
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FigUre 6 | Vκ gene chromatin state is associated with recombination frequency. (a) Number of active and inactive genes in each state. p-value based on a 
Fisher’s exact test. (B,c) Violin plots with boxplot superimposed (black) showing median recombination frequencies of active genes in the Bg state compared to 
active genes associated with the A and/or E state. A and/or E state genes are considered altogether (B), or categorised based on the localisation of the state to 
their promoter or recombination signal sequence (RSS) (c). 10 genes that had <70% mappability were excluded. Fdr-adjusted p-values based on two-sided 
Wilcoxon rank sum test. (D) Proportion of each Vκ gene promoter and RSS (each window extending from the gene centre to 500 bp up/downstream of the 
gene, respectively; median window size 762 bp) and up- and downstream regions (from 500 to 3,500 bp up/downstream of the gene) that are assigned to each 
of the three states. Each bar represents an individual Vκ gene. Note that up- and downstream windows represent a genomic region approximately four times the 
size of the promoter and RSS windows. Genes are ordered based on their recombination frequency, with highly recombining genes on the right (denoted by red 
shading on the recombination frequency scale). Vκ gene family and RSS Information Content (RIC) score are indicated to the left and above. (e) Top: 
phylogenetic tree of reference C57BL/6 Vκ gene sequences, collapsed at the nodes containing the majority of each Vκ gene family. The number of active genes 
in each family is shown. All nodes comprise a single Vκ gene family except for one node, the Vκ9 family branch, which also includes Vκ14-130. Bottom: 
proportion of active genes in each family that are associated with the A state, E state, or with both states at their promoters, RSSs and up/downstream regions 
[colours as in (a)].
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that is, no VH genes were associated with both the A and the E 
state (14). Features associated with the E state at the Igκ locus, 
including PAX5, PU.1, IRF4, IKAROS, MED1 BRG1, E2A, and 
H3K4me2, were more enriched over E state compared to A state 
RSSs and promoters (Figures  5F,G). Median enrichment of 
CTCF and RAD21 was higher over A state promoters and RSSs, 
although these differences were not significant (Figure S5 in 
Supplementary Material).
The distribution of these three states was significantly different 
over active versus inactive genes, with a much lower proportion 
of active genes in the Bg state. 83% of active V genes exhibited an 
E, A, or A/E chromatin state, compared with only 46% of inac-
tive V genes (Figure 6A; Table S2 in Supplementary Material); 
the majority of these inactive genes had a RIC score below −25 
(the lowest score for any active gene). Moreover, active genes 
marked by the A and/or E state recombine with significantly 
greater frequency than active genes in the Bg state (Figure 6B). 
When we compared the localisation of these states, the median 
recombination frequency of genes marked by the A and/or E 
state at either the promoter or the RSS was higher than that of 
Bg genes. The highest frequency was observed for genes marked 
in both regions, which was significantly different from Bg genes 
(Figure  6C). This is consistent with our analyses of individual 
ChIP-seq peaks above, suggesting that the presence of an active 
chromatin state at the RSS is more important in facilitating high 
levels of recombination than is an active state at the promoter. 
However, active chromatin states at both locations is particularly 
conducive to recombination.
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Since we had observed an enrichment of the A state upstream 
of active Vκ genes, we also undertook a broader analysis of the 
states located close to each individual Vκ gene. As expected from 
our earlier analyses (Figures  6A–C), Vκ genes that recombine 
more frequently displayed a greater overlap with the E state in 
particular; this was apparent at both the promoter and the RSS 
(Figure 6D). Conversely, there was no clear relationship between 
recombination frequency and up- or downstream states, although 
this does not exclude a more complex influence of the surround-
ing chromatin on Vκ gene recombination.
We also compared the enrichment of chromatin states over a 
phylogenetic tree of Vκ gene families (Figure 6E). Considering 
only active genes, we observed some patterns in the state associa-
tion of related families. For example, a large proportion of genes 
within the closely related Vκ4, Vκ17, Vκ8, and Vκ6 families 
(including in the two largest families, Vκ4 and Vκ8) are associ-
ated with the E state at their RSS; the A state was also frequently 
located upstream of these genes. However, unlike in the Igh locus 
(14), there was no clear evolutionary separation between genes 
associated with the A versus the E state. Indeed, the E state was 
also frequently associated with genes in the Vκ11, Vκ10, Vκ19, 
and Vκ12 families, which are closely related to each other but not 
to the families above.
We also asked whether the pre-recombination chromatin 
states at the Vκ gene promoters analysed here might in part 
explain the differences in the DNA Vκ-Jκ1 repertoire compared 
to the expressed repertoire (37), since these states may remain 
after recombination and additionally contribute to RNA expres-
sion. While 15 out of the top 20 most highly represented genes in 
the expressed repertoire were marked by either the A or E state 
at their promoters, 13 out of 20 Vκ genes that were present only 
in the DNA repertoire or that were highly represented in the DNA 
but had a low representation in the expressed repertoire, had 
promoters in the Bg state (Figure S6 in Supplementary Material). 
Thus, the chromatin state of the gene promoter can explain some 
of the differences in the repertoire. This underscores the value 
of using the DNA repertoire for these analyses, both to prevent 
the masking of the true recombination potential of each gene at 
the DNA level, and to ensure that conclusions drawn about the 
importance of chromatin features at the Vκ gene promoters prior 
to recombination are not confounded by differing expression 
levels.
rss ric score and PU.1 Binding are  
Key Features That Distinguish actively 
recombining genes from inactive genes
We next sought to understand how genetic and chromatin 
features regulate Vκ gene usage. Thus, we trained a RF-C to 
assess the power of each feature to correctly predict whether a 
gene is active or inactive; we have previously used this approach 
for analysis of Igh recombination (14). The RF-C takes features 
relating to each sample (here, each Vκ gene), and generates a 
large number of decision trees that vote on the response (here, 
Vκ gene recombination activity) for a training set of samples. 
At each step, one feature out of a random subset can be chosen, 
such that each tree will be unique. Feature importance is gauged 
by comparing the prediction accuracy for trees that include or 
exclude a given feature. The overall accuracy is then assessed by 
predicting the activity of an independent test set of genes. We 
chose the RF approach because it performs well both with a large 
number of features relative to the number of samples, and with 
highly correlated features (61).
We considered the signal intensity over the promoter sepa-
rately from the signal intensity over the RSS, taking windows 
from the centre of each gene extending 500  bp upstream 
(promoter) or downstream (RSS) of the gene. We also cal-
culated the signal intensities in windows extending a further 
2.5 kb upstream of the promoter and downstream of the RSS 
(Figure 7A). In addition, we systematically gauged the contri-
bution of the orientation of each Vκ gene and their genomic 
distance from Jκ1 to facilitating recombination. Thus, the input 
for each gene included three genetic features: the RIC score, 
strand, and distance from Jκ1; and four separate features for 
each chromatin dataset (hereafter referred to as promoter, RSS, 
upstream and downstream).
A 10-fold cross-validation approach including all features 
revealed a mean prediction accuracy of 93.3% (SD 5.3%), with 
an F1 score of 0.949 (SD 0.0405). The prediction accuracy for 
active genes (97.2%, SD 6.2%) was better than that for inactive 
genes (85.7%, SD 14.5%), indicating a high sensitivity but slightly 
lower specificity in detecting active genes. The RIC score was by 
far the most important feature in distinguishing active from inac-
tive genes (Figure 7B). The second most important feature was 
PU.1, which contributes to activation and recombination of the 
Igκ locus (21). Our model specifically suggests that while PU.1 
binding at the promoter is of no consequence, its binding at the 
RSS is an important driver of recombination.
H3K4me2 enrichment within both the promoter and the 
RSS windows was also important for prediction accuracy, in 
addition to MED1 binding at the promoter and a number of 
E state-associated chromatin features at the RSS (Figure  7B). 
Notably, PAX5, CTCF, and RAD21, which are key drivers of 
Igh recombination (14), were not identified as important in 
promoting Vκ gene activity. Several up- or downstream features, 
such as DHS upstream and IRF4 binding downstream, were, 
however, ranked quite highly (Figure  7B), suggesting that in 
addition to the chromatin state of the Vκ genes themselves, the 
surrounding chromatin also influences the capacity of each gene 
to recombine.
Next, we performed a model selection analysis, considering 
all possible combinations of the 16 most important features. 
RF-C models that included the RIC score were all more accu-
rate than those that did not (Figure 7C). This clear distinction 
was driven by the much lower prediction accuracy for inactive 
genes in RF-C models in which the RIC score was excluded 
(Figure  7D). There was also a striking contribution of PU.1 
binding at the RSS to prediction accuracy, particularly in models 
that excluded the RIC score (Figure 7E); indeed, the bimodal 
distribution in prediction accuracy observed for models exclud-
ing the RIC score appears to be primarily dependent on this 
feature. This was apparent for both active and inactive genes 
(Figures S7A,B in Supplementary Material). We also observed 
a slight shift in prediction accuracy for models that included 
FigUre 7 | Random forest classifier (RF-C) distinguishes active from inactive genes. (a) Locations of the four windows in which chromatin features were quantified 
as an input to the random forest models. (B) Relative importance of all features in distinguishing active from inactive genes, shown as the average out-of-bag gini 
impurity (a measure of the decrease in accuracy if the feature is excluded) in a RF-C, with 10-fold cross-validation. Error bars show the SEM. Inset: zoomed-in view 
of the features ranked from 2 to 30 in importance. Features are coloured based on whether they are a genetic feature, or the location in which the chromatin feature 
was measured. (c) Overall prediction accuracy of all RF-C models trained with all combinations of the 16 most important features in the initial RF-C. Colour denotes 
whether the RSS Information Content (RIC) score was included in the model: all models that included the RIC score were more accurate than those that did not. (D) 
Accuracy in correctly predicting active genes versus inactive genes in all RF-C models. (e) Overall prediction accuracy for models that included PU.1 binding at the 
RSS as a feature, compared to those that did not.
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several other important features, such as IKAROS enrichment 
at the RSS (data not shown).
chromatin Features alone are highly 
Predictive of the recombination 
Frequency of active Vκ genes
While the RF-C approach identifies the features that are most 
highly predictive of active Vκ gene recombination, and thus 
likely facilitate recombination, it does not directly show whether 
their levels contribute to the frequency with which an active gene 
is used. To address this, we trained a RF-R model for active Vκ 
genes, using the same set of features used for the classification 
model. This extends beyond the RF-C approach, giving a numeri-
cal prediction of the recombination frequency, with the log2- 
transformed recombination frequencies of active genes as the 
response variable. We used the RMSE to measure model per-
formance. An initial RF-R using all features, with 10-fold cross-
validation, achieved an RMSE of 1.57, indicating that 68% of the 
models’ predictions fall within 21.57-fold (since recombination 
values are log2-transformed) of the observed recombination. 
This revealed the RIC score to be the most important feature for 
FigUre 8 | Random forest regression (RF-R) model for predicting recombination frequency of active Vκ genes. (a) Relative importance of all features in a RF-R 
model. Importance assessed by average out-of-bag node purity (a measure of the decrease in accuracy if the feature is excluded), with 10-fold cross validation. 
Error bars indicate the SEM. (B) Model selection, assessing all combinations of the 16 most important features from the initial RF-R model. Model performance is 
assessed as the root mean squared error (RMSE) across all test sets with 10-fold cross-validation. Colour denotes whether the RSS Information Content (RIC) score 
was included in the model as a feature. Top: scatter plot showing the RMSE of models with varying numbers of features; Bottom: density plot showing the 
distribution of the RMSE for all models that include or exclude the RIC score. (c,e) Observed versus predicted recombination frequencies across all test sets for the 
optimum RF-R model that included (c) or did not include (e) the RIC score as a feature, as assessed by RMSE. Observed = predicted is shown as a red line. (D,F) 
Frequency of inclusion of each feature in all models that included the RIC score and had an RMSE <1.39 (D), or that excluded the RIC score and had an RMSE 
<1.48 (F). (g,h) RMSE across all test sets for RF-R models that included H3K4me3 RSS (g) or MED1 promoter (h) as a feature compared to those that did not.
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predicting the frequency of active Vκ gene recombination, as in 
the RF-C model (Figure 8A). However, there was far less separation 
between the importance of the RIC score and the other features. 
PU.1 binding at the RSS was much lower in importance compared 
to the RF-C model, while several features that were unimportant 
for classification contribute much more to the prediction of 
FigUre 9 | Relationship between ChIP enrichment and recombination frequency for important RSS (a), promoter (B), and upstream (c) features in RF models. 
Enrichment of chromatin features over the locations in which they were found to be important (projected between 0 and 1 for each gene: identical to the input for 
RF-R models), for active genes with low (n = 23; 117–973 reads), medium (n = 24; 1,006–1,801 reads) and high (n = 24; 1,880–9,137 reads) relative frequency of 
recombination. Only genes with a high quality RIC score (> −14) were considered. Fdr-adjusted p-values driven by two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. All data are 
included for statistical testing, but to better visualise the data, some outliers are not displayed.
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recombination frequency: these include PAX5 and CTCF binding 
upstream, and H3K4me3 and E2A binding at the RSS.
We next performed a model selection analysis, considering the 
top 16 features, to identify a minimum subset that best predict 
Vκ gene usage. While several combinations of 6–9 features 
have similarly low RMSE (Figure 8B), the minimum RMSE of 
1.36 (Figure  8C) is achieved with a combination comprising: 
RIC score, H3K4me2, and H3K4me3 within the RSS window, 
IKAROS binding at both the promoter and the RSS, and PAX5 
and PU.1 binding upstream. These seven features, in addition 
to H3K4me2 within the promoter window, were also the most 
highly represented in all models that had a low RMSE (<1.39), 
with the RIC score and H3K4me3 at the RSS being present in all 
models (Figure 8D). While this does not necessarily mean that 
these features are the most important individually (compare to 
Figure 8A), it suggests that together they are able to explain the 
largest proportion of the variability in our data. In models that 
excluded the RIC score, the best combination had an RMSE of 
1.44 (Figure 8E), and comprised H3K4me3 at the RSS, IKAROS 
binding at both the promoter and the RSS, and PAX5 and PU.1 
binding upstream, in addition to MED1 binding at the promoter. 
These six features, in addition to CTCF binding upstream, were 
the most frequently represented in models with low RMSE (<1.48) 
that excluded the RIC score, with MED1 binding to the promoter 
in all models (Figure 8F); this is particularly noteworthy since 
this feature was rarely present in the best combinations that 
included the RIC score. The inclusion of H3K4me3 at the RSS in a 
model was accompanied by a shift towards lower RMSE; this shift 
was more pronounced for the left-hand peak, corresponding to 
models that also include the RIC score (Figure 8G). Conversely, 
a shift towards lower RMSE for models that included MED1 
binding at the promoter was only evident for the right-hand 
peak, representing models excluding the RIC score (Figure 8H). 
We also noted a shift towards a lower RMSE for models that included 
several other important features, including IKAROS binding at 
the promoter or RSS, or PAX5 or PU.1 binding upstream (Figure 
S7C in Supplementary Material).
These analyses revealed that we are able to predict the recom-
bination frequency of Vκ genes from a combination of 6 or 7 
features with a mean error rate of less than threefold, even when 
the RIC score is excluded (2.71-fold compared to 2.57-fold when 
including the RIC score). This model performance is highly 
significant when noting the variability of greater than 150-fold in 
recombination frequency across all active Vκ genes.
In order to further dissect the influence of the chromatin fea-
tures shown to be important in our RF models, we split all active 
genes with a good RIC score (>−14) into three groups based on 
their recombination frequency, and examined the enrichment of 
features of interest at the location(s) in which they were impor-
tant (Figure 9). Genes that recombine more frequently tended to 
display higher levels of active histone modifications and TF bind-
ing at both the RSS (Figure 9A) and the promoter (Figure 9B). 
These trends were particularly striking for H3K4me2 (RSS and 
promoter windows) and IKAROS (RSS), in addition to IRF4 
and E2A binding at the RSS, all of which displayed a significant 
positive relationship between recombination and enrichment. 
For PU.1 binding at the RSS, which was highly important in 
distinguishing active from inactive genes, the difference between 
genes that recombine at low and high frequency was more subtle 
(p > 0.05), consistent with the lower importance of this feature 
for predicting the frequency of recombination. We also noted 
a subtle, but non-significant, trend towards higher enrichment 
of MED1 and IKAROS at the promoter, and H3K4me3 at the 
RSS, of more highly recombining genes: the importance of these 
features in the RF-R thus suggests that a more complex relation-
ship exists between these features and recombination frequency. 
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Conversely, we noted a slight, negative association between the 
recombination frequency and the binding of some TFs upstream 
of the gene, including PAX5, PU.1, and CTCF, with a significantly 
greater enrichment of PAX5 upstream of genes that recombine at 
a low level compared to those that recombine at a medium level 
(Figure 9C).
DiscUssiOn
We have adapted the VDJ-seq assay for the Igκ locus to quanti-
tatively profile the Vκ-Jκ repertoire and to enable an in-depth 
analysis of the local drivers of recombination. Using cutting-edge 
random forest machine learning approaches to integrate genetic 
and chromatin features, we have distinguished genes that are 
actively recombining from those that are not, and have predicted 
the relative usage of active Vκ genes in primary recombination. 
We have found that local chromatin features, including PU.1 and 
IKAROS binding, and H3K4 methylation, explain much of the 
variation in recombination among Vκ genes.
The accuracy with which we can predict both Vκ gene activity 
and frequency of usage, even when the influence of the RIC score 
is excluded, is striking. Since we used pro-B  cell genome-wide 
datasets, focussing on early events that prime the Igκ locus for 
recombination, the regulatory status of the Igκ locus may not 
fully reflect its state in pre-B cells immediately prior to Vκ-Jκ1 
recombination. This suggests that early priming events are 
crucially important and that to a large extent, the recombination 
potential of each Vκ gene has been established by the pro-B cell 
stage. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that features 
ranked unimportant here may become enriched at the Igκ locus 
later in development, or that additional pre-B cell specific features 
including IRF8, AIOLOS, and BRWD1 (27, 78, 79) may play a 
local regulatory role in recombination. Profiling of the locus in 
a Rag−/− model with a rearranged VHDJH transgene would reveal 
pre-B cell developmental activation signatures that might predict 
Vκ gene usage with even greater accuracy.
Our recent analysis of the Igh VHDJH repertoire (14) identified 
two mutually exclusive chromatin states, characterised by PAX5/
IRF4 (enhancer/E state) or CTCF/RAD21 (architectural/A state) 
binding. Both localised exclusively to the RSSs of active VH genes, 
and their characteristic features were highly predictive of active 
recombination. We found striking similarities in the regulation 
of the Igκ locus, but with several important differences. While 
the two chromatin states at the Igκ locus were similar to those at 
the Igh locus, the E state predominates at Vκ genes. Moreover, 
the states were associated with both promoters and RSSs of Vκ 
genes; indeed both regions were represented within the most 
important features identified by our RF models. The individual 
chromatin features that we identified as important in driving Igκ 
recombination (e.g., PU.1) were also substantially different from 
those driving Igh recombination. Furthermore, our RF-R model, 
which was not used to assess Igh recombination, allowed us to 
take this analysis to the next level, giving a numerical prediction 
of recombination frequency. This approach allowed us to distin-
guish chromatin features that play a binary, all-or-nothing role 
in Vκ recombination from those that fine-tune the repertoire, 
shaping the frequency with which active genes will recombine.
Our RF-C model identified the RIC score as the most important 
feature for distinguishing actively recombining genes from inac-
tive genes. Nevertheless, we achieved greater than 80% prediction 
accuracy based purely on chromatin features. This was primarily 
dependent on PU.1 binding at the RSS. PU.1 binding to the Igκ 
3′ enhancer has been implicated in activation and recombination 
of the Igκ locus (23). In addition, Batista and colleagues observed 
frequent binding of PU.1 at Vκ RSSs and hypothesised that this 
may play a role in recruiting RAG enzymes for recombination 
(21). Our analysis provides direct mechanistic insight, reveal-
ing that PU.1 binding at the RSS of Vκ genes is a critical binary 
switch, which dictates whether that Vκ gene will recombine or 
not. Interestingly, PU.1 was not important in Igh VHDJH recom-
bination (14); conversely, CTCF, RAD21 and PAX5 binding, 
which were critical for Igh recombination, were unimportant in 
our Igκ RF-C model. We found IRF4 and DHS to be significant 
for recombination at both Ig loci. While H3K4 methylation 
featured strongly in both models, monomethylation was more 
prominent for VH genes in the Igh locus, while dimethylation was 
more important in shaping the VκJκ1 repertoire. Thus, the local 
regulation of Igh and Igκ by histone modifications and TFs differs 
considerably. Features associated with the A state in particular 
appear to play a less significant role in priming the Vκ genes for 
recombination.
The RIC score was also the most important feature in our 
RF-R model. However, the distinction between it and the most 
important chromatin features was much lower than for the RF-C 
model, suggesting that similar to the Igh locus, the RIC score 
functions primarily as a binary switch that can be permissive or 
non-permissive to recombination.
Surprisingly, the influence of PU.1 binding to the RSS also 
appears to be binary: while it was key to the RF-C model, its 
importance in the RF-R model was much lower. Rather, the 
features with the greatest importance in predicting the frequency 
of recombination in the RF-R model included IKAROS, MED1, 
IRF4, and H3K4 di- and tri-methylation at the promoter and/or 
RSS. Moreover, at more frequently recombining genes, significant 
trends towards higher levels of enrichment were observed for 
H3K4me2, IKAROS, IRF4, and E2A. This suggests that both the 
binding and level of enrichment of these features are crucial for 
modulating the frequency with which each gene recombines, 
shaping the greater than 150-fold variation in active Vκ gene 
usage in the primary repertoire. While each of these have pre-
viously been implicated in promoting Igκ locus recombination 
(18, 22, 24, 25, 27, 39, 40, 75), our findings provide mechanistic 
insight into their specific roles in shaping the repertoire through 
their localisation to individual Vκ genes. First, their locations 
at the promoter/RSS provide an additional layer of regulation 
beyond previously observed long-range interactions. Second, the 
correlation of higher levels of enrichment with higher recombi-
nation, measured here in bulk populations, suggests that these 
features localise to the relevant Vκ genes in a higher proportion 
of individual cells, or remain associated with these Vκ genes for 
longer, with a functional outcome of increased recombination.
A caveat of the RF approach is that it does not directly show 
how a given feature is related to Vκ gene recombination; the 
finite number of genes also means that over-fitting of the data 
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could be a concern, although the use of 10-fold cross-validation 
mitigates this possibility. Nevertheless, the clear relationship that 
we observed between enrichment and recombination for several 
features, including IKAROS and IRF4, highlights the value 
of this approach in providing a shortlist of chromatin features 
that are potential drivers of recombination. The contribution of 
other features that did not display such a clear relationship with 
recombination, such as H3K4me3 at the RSS and MED1 bind-
ing at the promoter, will require further work to elucidate their 
roles. H3K4me3 binds and activates RAG2 (17–20), suggesting a 
direct role in recruitment of the RAG complex. However, to our 
knowledge, this is the first time that MED1 has been implicated 
in recombination of the Igκ locus.
Notably, we did not observe a significant contribution of 
non-coding transcription to either RF model, suggesting that 
transcription does not play a predictive role in Vκ recombination. 
A previous study proposed that transcription causes the eviction of 
H2A/H2B around Vκ RSSs (75), and non-coding transcription 
has also been shown to mark recombinationally active domains 
of the Vκ region (16). Together, these findings suggest that, in 
common with histone H3 and H4 acetylation, non-coding 
transcription may play a priming role for all Vκ genes, setting 
the stage for the features we have described here to specifically 
activate Vκ genes for recombination with a range of frequencies.
We also identified the binding of PAX5, CTCF, and PU.1 
upstream of Vκ genes as relatively important in predicting the 
recombination frequency of active genes, and observed subtle 
negative relationships between recombination frequency and 
enrichment of these features. While determining the mecha-
nisms that underpin these relationships are beyond the scope 
of this study, it is noteworthy that PAX5 and CTCF have been 
implicated in long-range looping of the Igh and Igh/Igκ loci, 
respectively (30, 32–35, 40, 80), bringing V genes into proxim-
ity with the (D)J genes. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that 
the intergenic sites bound by these TFs might correspond to 
the anchors of these loops. Looping of the locus promotes the 
recombination of distal genes; however, genes located very close 
to loop anchors might be spatially constrained, disfavouring 
their recombination. Conversely, H3K4 methylation, E2A, and 
IKAROS binding have also been implicated in looping of the Igκ 
locus, but previous data, consistent with our RF models, sug-
gest a positive correlation with recombination (39, 40). Notably, 
while CTCF is generally located between the Vκ genes, the other 
features were localised to the genes themselves. Furthermore, 
CTCF-associated interactions were confined to the SIS regula-
tory element, a silencer located between the Vκ and Jκ genes 
(81, 82), while loci marked by the other features also interacted 
with the Igκ enhancers. This suggests different classes of loops 
might exist, with CTCF and PAX5 required for the overall global 
architecture of the locus, bringing genes into the vicinity of the Jκ 
region. This might allow other TFs, such as E2A and IKAROS, to 
mediate the local clustering of active genes immediately adjacent 
to the Jκ genes and the recruitment of the Igκ enhancers to these 
genes. More detailed analysis of the three dimensional structure 
of the Igκ locus, and its relationship with the chromatin features 
implicated in its organisation, will be required to establish the 
validity of this hypothesis.
In addition to V(D)J recombination at the AgR loci, our 
findings also have implications for RAG-mediated off-target 
recombination events throughout the genome, which can lead 
to leukaemias. Promoter and enhancer signatures are associated 
with high frequency, genome-wide recruitment of the RAG 
complex (42–44). Our previous study allowed us to refine those 
signatures by identifying that features of the A and E state are 
enriched at these sites (14). Here, we have identified additional 
candidates (PU.1, IKAROS) that may enhance predictive models 
of chromosomal translocation hotspots (43).
The findings reported here demonstrate that the mechanisms 
that regulate Vκ recombination differ substantially from those 
that regulate VH recombination. They also identify two distinct 
and crucial roles for chromatin features in regulating Vκ gene 
recombination. While PU.1 binding at the RSS plays a binary 
role in priming Vκ genes to recombine, the binding and variable 
enrichment of several other chromatin features, including H3K4 
methylation, IKAROS binding at the RSS, and MED1 binding 
at the promoter, modulate the frequency with which each active 
gene recombines. Furthermore, inclusion of this canonical signa-
ture may refine prediction of genome-wide RAG1 binding sites 
susceptible to chromosomal translocation.
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